
“IF way to the Better there be,” wrote Thomas Hardy, “it exacts a full look at the Worst”. And
who could imagine a worse predicament than the eurozone’s?

That makes this week’s visit by Francois Hollande and Angela Merkel useful in highlighting the
importance of undertaking fiscal repair before problems become intractable. And there are crucial
lessons for Tony Abbott and Bill Shorten in the European leaders’ contrasting political fortunes.

Some of that contrast simply reflects their circumstances. Unsurprisingly, given Germany’s solid
performance and France’s persistent crisis, 83 per cent of Germans believe the economic situation is
good, compared to only 8 per cent of the French. And less than a third of French voters think Hollande is
handling France’s economy well, while over 70 per cent of Germans give Merkel a tick of approval.

But differences in political skills have also played a role. Merkel’s self-portrayal as a thrifty
“schwabische Hausfrau”, repeated appeals to voters’ common sense and down-to-earth manner have all
contributed to high public approval.

Like John Howard, she is masterly at steadily building the community’s trust and then using accumulated
political capital to make unpopular decisions (such as financial assistance to Greece) palatable.

Hollande’s presidency, on the other hand, has been marked by frequent credibility-eroding changes of
direction. As for his strategy of rolling back the state, one first lady at a time, it scarcely sits well with
surveys showing adultery is far less widely accepted in France than 20 years ago. And with support for
family values actually rising, his gay marriage legislation has fed perceptions of a corrupt and lubricious
Parisian elite, remote from the concerns of “la France profonde”.

It would be foolish, however, to attribute the difference in outcomes to these factors. The reality is that
Merkel was dealt a far better hand than Hollande, benefiting from reforms her social democratic
predecessor, Gerhard Schroder, introduced with strong Christian Democratic support.

Those reforms brought much-needed labour market flexibility, giving German firms a 15 to 20 per cent
unit labour cost advantage over European competitors.

They also set Germany on a credible path to fiscal recovery, so it was well-placed to weather the global
financial crisis, facilitating Merkel’s task.

Hollande’s predecessors, in contrast, simply kicked the can down the road. France’s last budget surplus
was in 1974. Youth unemployment also started rising at that time and soon became entrenched. Public
spending as a share of gross domestic product has long been among Europe’s highest.

Yet nothing was done to tackle the structural problems. As the French economist Nicolas Baverez put it,
there was a “sinister continuity” between the 14 years of Socialist Francois Mitterrand and the 12 of his
Gaullist successor Jacques Chirac, who were “united by their talent for winning elections and ruining
France”.

Failing to capitalise on the enthusiasm which brought him to office, Nicolas Sarkozy then made little
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progress in reversing their errors, relegating almost all the reforms recommended by the Attali
commission of audit to the too-hard basket.

Hollande therefore inherited an unenviable situation. And with 55 per cent of those who voted for him
doing so to prevent Sarkozy’s re-election, he had scant political capital to draw on, reducing his ability to
deal with the legacy he had been left.

Sure, some of his decisions have nonetheless gone in the right direction; like Wagner’s music, his
economic policy is better than it sounds. But the changes he made hardly sufficed to turn the situation
around.

The result has been a collapse in Hollande’s approval ratings which neither his appointment of the
popular Manuel Valls as prime minister nor his recent pledge to avoid further tax hikes has been able to
reverse.

That only makes Hollande the latest victim of France’s vicious cycle. Two-thirds of the French electorate
think “profound reforms” are needed if growth is to resume; but with 85 per cent believing politicians do
not have their interests at heart, a substantial majority worry change will be at their expense.

Realising that reforms so long postponed must now cut deep, they are wary of allowing any reforms to
occur; and France’s labour laws, which protect those who have permanent jobs at the expense of those
who don’t, accentuate their fears, as high minimum wages help convert unemployment into a life
sentence.

The effect is to paralyse the continent’s oldest nation-state. Reforms are therefore imposed through the
EU, tarnishing its image and ensuring the proportion of French people expressing confidence in the
union is, at 22 per cent, even lower than the 26 per cent registered in Britain.

As that happens, France’s political culture has become permeated by symptoms of morbidity, including
the explosive growth of the National Front, which by eating at the traditional bases of established parties
makes it even more risky for them to co-operate.

And with stagnation becoming the norm, so has hopelessness: fully 45 per cent of young people believe
they will never be as prosperous as their parents, while one-third expect depressed conditions to continue
throughout their working lives.

That loss of young hope must be the most devastating harm of all: and it is all the worse for being
entirely needless.

It is only because earlier leaders ignored their responsibilities, chasing short-term advantage, that France
is at this point.

And it is only if our own leaders recognise their responsibilities, forgoing short-term advantage, that we
can avoid France’s fate.
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